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Executive Summary (One Minute Read)
Dutton v Bazzi (FCA) - defamation - publication of a tweet - imputation that the applicant
"excuses rape" found to be conveyed by the publication - defence of honest opinion and the
common law defence of fair comment - matter of public interest - extent of the publication claim for aggravated damages rejected - claims for injunctions rejected
BUI v SNL & Anor (QDC) - domestic and family violence law - appeal - protection leave to
adduce further evidence - extension of time - utility of determining appeal - appeal granted
Daley v Donaldson (NSWSC) - plaintiff claims settlement reached - evidence of plaintiff’s
adoption subsequently revealed - applicant alleged to be child of the deceased - evidence given
that plaintiff was not a child of the deceased and adopted by a third party
Stokes v Greenup (NSWSC) - contracts - implied terms - whether term should be implied
requiring payment within a reasonable time or requiring immediate payment of money owing
under a deed
Semitecolos v Semitecolos (NSWSC) - succession - wills, estates - construction of
deceased’s will - testamentary dispositions - family provision - provision to be made for the
plaintiff in lieu of the provision made for him in the deceased’s will
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Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read)
Dutton v Bazzi [2021] FCA 1474
Federal Court of Australia
White J
Defamation - publication of tweet with hyperlink to article - four imputations alleged by the
applicant were conveyed by tweet - consideration of the ordinary reasonable reader’s
understanding of the statement "the Applicant is a rape apologist" - imputation that the applicant
"excuses rape" found to be conveyed by the publication - defence of honest opinion pursuant to
s31 of the Defamation Act 2005 (NSW) and the common law defence of fair comment on a
matter of public interest - whether the impugned statement was a statement of fact or opinion whether the opinion was based on proper material - whether the matters relied upon by the
respondent were referred to in the impugned matter or otherwise notorious - lack of rational
relationship between the matters relied upon and the opinion the respondent claimed to have
held - whether the applicant proved the respondent did not honestly hold the opinion in the
publication pursuant to s31(4) of the Defamation Act - damages - consideration of the
relationship between the harm suffered by the applicant and the damages to be awarded - the
extent to which awards of damages in other cases should be considered - consideration of the
extent of the publication - claim for aggravated damages rejected ordinary reasonable readers
of the tweet would not have understood it to be the measured assessment of a serious political
commentator - no real continuing sense of injury to feelings - remedies - claim for injunctions to
restrain the respondent permanently from publishing the impugned matter and the imputations
the court has found to be conveyed in the publication - claims for injunctions rejected.
Dutton
BUI v SNL & Anor [2021] QDC 285
District Court of Queensland
Byrne QC DCJ
Appellant appeals against the making of a Protection Order (PO) - PO was made for a period of
five years and included an ouster condition - a temporary protection order (TPO) was made
prior to the making of the PO - the appellant and second respondent (the aggrieved) each
applied to vary the TPO by removal of the ouster condition and removal of the naming of
children - second respondent’s application included a sworn document that the complained of
conduct did not occur - neither application had been determined when the PO was made whether the Magistrate’s decision to hear the matter in the appellant’s absence denied him
procedural fairness - whether the Magistrate erred in making a final order against the appellant whether the Magistrate erred in not adjourning the application - whether the Magistrate’s failure
to have regard to the variation applications constitutes a material error justifying appellate
interference - appellant seeks leave to adduce further evidence than that which was before the
Magistrate - whether the further evidence meaningfully contributes to the granting of the appeal
- appellant seeks leave for an extension of time within which to appeal - where variation
application to the PO remains on foot - where if the variation application is unsuccessful the PO
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will be automatically re-engaged - where if appeal is granted and matter is remitted back to
Magistrates Court for re-hearing, the TPO in place when PO was made will again be of force
including original ouster condition - application for extension of time within which to appeal
granted - application for leave to adduce further evidence is refused - appeal allowed.
BUI v SNL & Anor
Daley v Donaldson [2021] NSWSC 1507
Supreme Court of New South Wales
Hallen J
Power of court to determine questions in dispute between the parties to the proceedings as to
whether and on what terms the proceedings have been compromised or settled between them plaintiff claims settlement reached - evidence of plaintiff’s adoption subsequently revealed whether settlement reached remains valid - whether common mistake renders settlement void
or voidable - orders considered appropriate to give effect to determination - substantive
proceedings involve claim for family provision order under Ch 3 of the Succession Act 2006
(NSW) - applicant alleged to be child of the deceased - subsequent evidence given that plaintiff
was not a child of the deceased as he had been adopted by a third party.
Daley v Donaldson
Stokes v Greenup [2021] NSWSC 1503
Supreme Court of New South Wales
Cavanagh J
Parties intended that the deed would govern their rights and obligations in respect of the interest
payable to the plaintiff on the excess contributions of the plaintiff - obligation on the defendant to
accrue and pay interest on the loans contributed by the plaintiff over and above the loans
contributed by the defendant - plaintiff relies on terms into the deed so as to give effect to the
objective intention of the parties and so as not to render the deed "a solemn farce" - defendant
relies on a waiver and estoppel argument - the pre-contractual negotiations - post-contractual
conduct not having regard "as an aid to construing the deed" - admissibility and use of extrinsic
evidence - whether the deed is missing a term or terms - implication raises an issue as to the
meaning and effect of the agreement - implication of a term specifying a time for payment reasonable time is a question of fact - implication of a term requiring payment in full on sale by
the defendant of his shares and units - intent of the parties was that the defendant would not be
able to simply sell all of his shares and units to defeat the principal obligation under the deed plaintiff relied on implied terms - judgment for the defendant.
Stokes v Greenup
Semitecolos v Semitecolos [2021] NSWSC 1508
Supreme Court of New South Wales
Hallen J
Construction of deceased’s will - administration - effect of testamentary dispositions - whether
direction to pay debts and testamentary expenses displaces s46C(2) of the Probate and
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Administration Act 1898 or whether the section inapplicable because of terms of the will - family
provision - claim by adult child of the deceased for provision under Ch 3 of the Succession Act no dispute as to eligibility under s57(1)(c) of the Act - provision made for plaintiff in the last will
of the deceased - no competing financial claim of the defendant, and his sister, both of whom
are also adult children of the deceased - whether the plaintiff was left without adequate
provision for his proper maintenance and advancement in life - whether an order for provision
should be made for his proper maintenance and advancement in life and, if so, in what amount provision to be made for the plaintiff in lieu of the provision made for him in the deceased’s will.
Semitecolos
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Poem for Friday
Nothing Gold Can Stay
By: Robert Frost
Nature’s first green is gold,
Her hardest hue to hold.
Her early leaf’s a flower;
But only so an hour.
Then leaf subsides to leaf.
So Eden sank to grief,
So dawn goes down to day.
Nothing gold can stay.
ROBERT FROST
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